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About This Software

Illwinter's Floorplan Generator is a grid based dungeon and wilderness floorplan creator. The floorplan generator can be used to
quickly draw and print an encounter floorplan for your favorite pen and paper roleplaying game. It is very quick and easy to

create a simple floorplan, you just select what terrain type each square should be and the program fixes the rest. E.g. a cave wall
next to a rocky ground will automatically create a jagged wall, but the same cave wall next to a marble floor would create a

much smoother wall because this is likely to be an indoor room with polished walls.

  About 50 different terrain types to choose from

  Icons included for the most common objects, e.g. doors, stairs, tables, beds, trees, bushes, pentagrams

  Color maps or old school black and white style

  Adjacent terrains interact automatically to create jagged edges, smooth transitions and shadows when necessary

  Random fractals used to create shapes for cave walls, rivers and other non regular terrains

  Create a multi-page pdf with the dungeon divided into pages suitable for printing

  Export dungeon as a single png suitable for roll20 and similar applications
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  Configurable square and paper sizes, (default is 1 inch squares on A4 pages)

  Outdoor and dungeon shadows with configurable strength

  Export to your favorite paint program for finishing touches

  Import your own icons

  Create new terrain types from imported images

  Configurable grid, default is to not draw it on top of walls and with thicker lines between pages

  Grid based, terrain is placed in squares or on square edges (icons can be placed and rotated freely)

  Shortcuts to quickly put a random door, tree or bush in a square

  Dungeon layout can be imported from a simple ASCII text file, like this http://www.illwinter.com/floorplan/ss/ascii.jpg

  Create random dungeons automatically

  Editor to create rules for your own random dungeon

  Color dungeons can be converted to Black & White style dungeons automatically

  Export with a 3d look

  Steam workshop support
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Difficult racing game that has you hovering at high speeds on a perpetual space track in a colorful dreamlike world, You can
unlock different vehicles and holding down turbo puts you in rapid mode with bonus points while a trippy trail follows your ship
around! Features multiple difficulty levels, leaderboads, and amazing music that flows with the game perfectly.

+ Challenging, Awesome music! Tight controls, soothing visuals.. One of the best gaming experiences I have ever had in my
entire gaming career. With four friends its a must play game!

I wish they made more 4 player co-op horror games like this!. This is the most fun i had with $5, and i have done some pretty
fun things and this topped it i recommend this game to anyone its really fun with friends. I have got this game and ever since I
got it it just keeps crashing. I have filed the reports. Honestly from watching other people stream this I would still recomend it.
8/10 Stars. A great plane! I got my private pilot license in a C152 just like this, and this is as close to the real thing as you can
get. The handling and performance is very realistic, as well as the cockpit panel, layout, and aesthetics. The only negative is that
it doesn't look quite right at night... the instrument panel is too bright. Otherwise a fantastic, easy and fun plane to fly!.
Absolutely love it, the maneuverability of the whole experience, the quality of the rolling stock modelling,
But there are some annoying little details that I hope Dovetail could see.
The Mk1 BG Coaches in the late 70s, at least the majority of them, DO NOT use Commonwealth bogies anymore. Instead, they
use the same B4 bogies as the Mk2.
Still cannot pull the chain to stop the train.
AND WHERE IS THE DEADMAN SWITCH OF THE CLASS 101? It should be included!
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Not sure how anyone could give this a negative review. I paid .50 for it, and it's great. Great art, and really fun gameplay.
Excellent way to waste time, at an excellent price point.. The gameplay was interesting to say the least, however i found it to be
rather reptitive early on. the game could use some improvement. 3\/10. This thing is terrible. There's a lot of potential for a solid
front office football manager game... but this is not it. unless this steaming pile gets a MAJOR overhaul I highly reccomend you
do not purchase this game. 90% of the game UI.. and the UX is terrible, laggy, unresponsive, broken and just not even
placeholder alpha quality, in many places. The other 10% (if that) is in the 3d gameplay view... TERRIBLE. Why bother trying
to do this if you can't even sort of accomplish it. I MUCH prefer just watching the top down circles than the sorry excuse for a
3d backend. Again, FAILED HARD.. At four hours in I think I can give a fair review of this game. The combat is solid, the
music is good, the story telling\/story is amazing for a rpg of this kind. It has an old school feel with a few modern ideas in it,
such as the ability to stop random encounters and to fast travel to a completed quest. If you are looking for an rpg in the vein of
FInal Fantasy 6 or Phantasy star this is the game on steam to pick up. It puts new spins on old tropes anc cliches which is nice,
and the enemies are pretty varried. I don't have any real complaints about this game. A fair warning though, this game has
switch puzzles that can be a little on the hard side compared to what you may be used to.. Gotta have dem monument hats eh.
Awesome, chaotic and beautiful. This might be the first game I've played that really nails the feel of "couch co-op". Not really
multiplayer anything, but a real "Oh I died, who has next?" NES/Sega feel to it. There's a pretty nice thrill in playing through a
few more levels that someone else couldn't get through to progress just that little bit so that someone else can pick it up and
bring it further.
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